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Abstract.
Since the first step of local election in 2015, the authority of adjudicating a dispute of local election’s result has been run by The Constitutional Court until a special judicial board before the national election held. An ideal design of the institutional renewal to adjudicate a controversy of local election’s result, could be a part of judicial environment under The Supreme Court supervision, or may becomes a new institution or replaces another institution by attaching to the authorized institution, named: Bawaslu, PT TUN or Constitutional Court. Bawaslu was become the one of the institutions which fulfills the requirements. Started from a legislative election on 2014, Bawaslu has an authority of resolving a dispute among the candidates of general election or between the candidates and the committee. Since the national election in the year 2017, Bawaslu has given the authorization to settle up an administrative violation, a conflict of local election and to handle a money politics through TSM. The authority of the dispute court of election results is proposed not only on the controversy over the calculation result, but also including unreachable legal phenomenon with law enforcement on criminal system and stage of election dispute, as an inseparable part.
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Pembaharuan Kelembagaan Dalam Penyelesaian Sengketa Hasil Pemilukada Serentak

Abstrak.
Sejak pemilihan serentak tahap pertama tahun 2015, wewenang mengadili sengketa hasil pemilukada dijalankan Mahkamah Konstitusi sampai dibentuk badan peradilan khusus sebelum pelaksanaan pemilihan serentak nasional. Disain pembaharuan kelembagaan yang ideal untuk mengadili sengketa hasil pemilukada serentak, dapat menjadi bagian dari lingkungan peradilan di bawah Mahkamah Agung, dapat pula menjadi lembaga baru ataupun mereposisi lembaga dengan cara melekatkan pada lembaga yang saat ini berwenang menyelesaikan sengketa pemilihan, yakni: Bawaslu, PT TUN atau MK. Bawaslu menjadi salah satu pilihan lembaga yang memenuhi persyaratan. Sejak Pemilu Legislatif 2014, Bawaslu berwenang menyelesaikan sengketa antarpeserta pemilu maupun antara peserta dengan penyelenggara, dan sejak Pemilukada Serentak 2017, bahkan diberi wewenang memutuskan pelanggaran administrasi, sengketa pemilukada sampai penanganan politik uang (money politics) secara TSM. Kewenangan peradilan sengketa hasil pemilihan diusulkan tidak hanya atas perselisihan atas hasil perhitungan, tetapi memasukkan peristiwa hukum yang tidak terjangkau dengan penegakan hukum dalam sistem pidana dan tahap sengketa pemilihan, sebagai bagian yang tidak terpisahkan.

Kata kunci : pembaharuan kelembagaan, sengketa hasil, pemilukada serentak

Recommended Citation:
Introduction

The dynamics of resolving a controversy over local election’s result since the first time of head and deputy regional head was held in 2005 has a significant development. While applying a positive law, new things are appeared as a “best practice” giving an inspiration for renewal in the future.

A study of institution renewal which given an authorization for solving a controversy of election result, which is currently held simultaneously, cannot be separated from the three things first, a practice which held in the past; second, a practice which is currently occurs; and, third, the idea in the future.

In practice which held in past, there are two institution given by an authority to resolve a dispute of election result, both are The Supreme Court (MA), and then being diverted to the Constitutional Court. The existence of Constitutional Court, was being corresponded on Article 24C section (1) and (2) of the constitution of Republic of Indonesia in year 1945 concerning an authority of Constitutional Court by expresses verbis and a limitative cannot be interpreting or adding, except by the regulation in the same degree. Moreover, the authority of Constitutional Court which has been regulated in the Indonesia constitution 1945 is constitutionally. According to the interpretation study or a constitution study, an addition of authority, as Bagir Manan said, must be regulated on Indonesia Constitution, not by the legal law.²

Similarly, according to Constitutional Court decision number 97/PUU-XI/2013, it’s clearly stated that on the article 236C of the Law number 12 in the year 2008 and article 29 section (1) letter e of the Law number 48 in 2009 which regulated on giving the other authority by Constitutional Court was contradicted to the Indonesia Constitution 1945. Therefore, the authority of resolving a dispute of election’s result cannot be taken by Constitutional Court in the future, except the authority was given by a changing (the fifth) of Indonesia Constitution 1945.

Today’s reality, the local election which held concurrently, the law was regulated an authority of adjusting the dispute of election result to the special judicial board which can be formed before the national election. The controversy of the determination of final stage vote as the election result will be

---

² Bagir Manan, this opinion is being delivered in the welcome speech in book publishing by the title “A Monumental decision, Answer the problematic state” written by Jimly Asshiddiqie and friends, associating Setara Press and The Jurisprudence Review Forum: Malang, 2016.
checked and judged by Constitutional Court as far as the special justice board formed.\(^3\)

Since the first step on general election held in 2015, the authority to judge a result of general election was tentatively and transitionally run by Constitutional Court. Those authority was obtained as far as the special judicial board formed, by limit of time before the national election held. The law does not regulate further relating to the formation of special judicial board which told before. Due to an absence of further regulation, then the interesting subject to be discussed is how a renewal design of an ideal institution to judge a controversy of national election’s result.

**The Basis of Constutionality and The Alternative Choice of Institutional Design**

A Controversy, build upon Hans Kelsen, is happened because of the one hand was filed a claim to the other hand.\(^4\) Dean G. Pruitt and Jeffrey Z. Rubin\(^5\) giving a meaning of controversy as a perceived divergence of interest, or a belief that the aspiration of the disputants has not been reached simultaneously due to the differences of interest. Richard L. Abel,\(^6\) bear a meaning for a dispute as a public statement of inconsistent claim towards a valuable thing or because of an incompatibility aspect for the one side through something which has value.

In case of local election, a dispute or a controversy is basically happen on public.\(^7\) A dispute of local election can be interpreting as a contradiction of the election result. A controversy of general and local election, is consist of either political question or legal question, over legal context as a final decision on resolving a conflict. The Issue of local election faced a deadlock politically then resolved legally. Some experts stated that either national or local election

---

\(^3\) The Law number 10 in year 2016 concerning on 2\(^{nd}\) changing of the law number 1 in 2015 about the establishment of government law as a change of the law number 1 in 2014 on the governor election, bupati and mayor to the Law on article 157.

\(^4\) Hans Kelsen, Pengantar Teori Hukum, Nusa Media: Bandung, 2012, p.130


\(^7\) A public interest on general or local election is related to the fundamental rights which has been widely recognized, is right to participate in government honestly and fairly.
conflict as non-justiciable which cannot be questioned juridically. Those problem contains political questions. As the perspective of Justice Brennan, a dispute categorized as non-justiciable or containing political questions, if “a lack on judicially discoverable and manageable standards for resolving it.”

There is various model of resolving a conflict of national and local election over the world. A model of resolving a dispute of election which applied in a country determines a legitimacy of the election itself. A good model can be one of the bases on constructing a stable political system and the legal system.

As the statement of Jesús Orozco Henriquez, the model can be divided into five models those are: a) Political Bodies, Assemblies, or Representative Electoral Colleges; b) Nonspecialized Judges, usually under Supreme Court Jurisdiction; c) Constitutional Courts; d) Electoral Courts; e) Ad Hoc or Provisional Bodies. Indonesia has made a choice to resolve a dispute of election through the judiciary. In context of simultaneous local election, the law maker has determined in the formation of special judicial board.

There are many possibilities designs in the formation of special judicial board, by it character could be permanently or ad hoc. According to the existence can be formed into part of judicial environment under the supervision of Supreme Court, as a new board, or can be replaced a board in organizing a local election which has been existed before. The constitutional basis to create a special judicial board as a part of judicial environment under the supervision of MA is written on the article 24 section (2) of the Indonesia Constitution 1945, which reads:

A judicial control is taken by The Supreme Court (MA) and judicial board under his supervision in the general court environment, religious court, military court, state administrative court environment, and by the Constitutional Court (MK).

---

In such case, the institution called as “a special court”, which can only be formed in one of the judicial coverage under the Supreme Court. Judicial coverage under the Supreme Court are consist of General Court, Religious Courts, Military Court, or Administrative Court. Among the four courts, The Special District Election Court, can be placed under general court or administrative court. As an open legal policy, choice of establishing a special court can be placed under General Court or Administrative Court.

As for the constitutional basis to form a special judicial board as a new institution to replace an exist board, based on article 24 section (3) of Constitution of Republic of Indonesia 1945, which has determined that: “The other boards which purposed related to judicial authority has been regulated on the constitution. Those boards are situated outside the Supreme Court, yet still have a function which related to the judicial power.

Thirdly, the institutional idea in the future. As political question, a dispute of local election result should ideally solve by the election organizer institution itself without involving the judiciary. There is a suggestion for the establishment of a special judicial board by repositioning Organizer Honor Council (DKPP) or Election Supervisory Bodies (Bawaslu), so The Supreme Court and the other court under it will not be involved.

Several things that can be proposed in the institutional reform of the dispute resolution of the election result of regional heads: First, reformation without forming a new institution, but it is sufficient to attached the authority to settle a dispute over the result to an existing election dispute settlement institution. Second, description of the law enforcement mechanism for offenses and electoral disputes, start from the pre-registration phase, campaign phase, election phase to election dispute settlement are regulated in simultaneous election law (Law Number 1 year 2015 juncto Law Number 8 Year 2015 juncto Law Number 10 Year 2016). Towards offense of the code of ethics of the election organizer, settlement authority is granted to DKPP. While administrative offense, are granted to KPU. Disputes between electoral participants and disputes between participants and election organizer, are granted to provincial

---

11 Law Number 1 Year 2015 About The Stipulation of Government Regulation of Law Number 1 Year 2014 on The Election of Governors, Regents and Mayors became the law, as amended the second time by Law Number 10 Year 2016, Article 136-137.

12 Law Number 1 Year 2015 About Establishment of Government Regulation in lieu of Law Number 1 Year 2014 Article 138-141
Bawaslu and/or Panwaslukada.\textsuperscript{13} Criminal Offense of the election, settlement authority is on District Court or High Court.\textsuperscript{14} Towards state administrative dispute, settlement authority is on Administrative High Court and Supreme Court.\textsuperscript{15} As for election disputes, settlement authority is on special judicial body, transitional in the Constitutional Court.\textsuperscript{16}

From the description below, there are three institution currently authorized to resolve election disputes, i.e: Bawaslu, Administrative High Court, and Constitutional Court (transitional). It shows that conceptually, either Bawaslu or Administrative High Court, both have the authority for election disputes. But, administrative high court for administrative disputes and Bawaslu for interpersonal disputes and dispute between participants and the organizers as well as for money politics offense that are TSM, as regulated in Article 73 Law Number 10 Year 2016. Therefore, there are alternative institutional options that can be authorized to adjudicate disputes over the election results of the three institutions currently authorized to resolve election disputes: Bawaslu, Peratun or Constitutional Court. The choice to the Constitutional Court is no longer an alternative to the proposal as long as the additional authority to examine and adjudicate the dispute over the results of the regional head is not added with the same degree, namely with the amendment of the Indonesia Constitution 1945.

According to the two option above, the things to note are: First; the characteristics of the cases currently handled by Bawaslu and Administrative High Court have similarities, namely dispute between the participant and the organizer of the object in the form of the decision of the organizer in the stages of determining the candidate pair. The difference is, Bawaslu decides disputes at the first level, which in this case is delegated to the District/City Panwaslu for dispute over election of regents/mayors and Provincial Bawaslu for dispute over governors election. Administrative High Court is an appeals court, only if the decision of Bawaslu in the dispute does note grant the objection of applicant.

Second; the authority to decide both institutions also have similarities. Bawaslu has an authority to order the organizers to revoke the disputed

\textsuperscript{13} The Law Number 1 Year 2015 About Establishment of Government Regulation in lieu of The Law Number 1 Year 2014 Article 142-144.
\textsuperscript{14} The Law Number 1 Year 2015 About Establishment of Government Regulation in lieu of The Law Number 1 Year 2014 Article 145-152.
\textsuperscript{15} The Law Number 1 Year 2015 About Establishment of Government Regulation in lieu of The Law Number 1 Year 2014 Article 153-155.
\textsuperscript{16} The Law Number 10 Year 2015 About The Second Amendment of The Law Number 1 Year 2015, Article 157.
decision by the applicant. Administrative high court has the authority to revoke the decision by the plaintiff disputed. However, the validity of Bawaslu decision is final and binding, while the decision of administrative high court can still be filed an appeal to the Supreme Court. Thus, in the context of simplication and integration of institutional law enforcement, in principle, there is sufficient argument to combine the authority to resolve election disputes by not involving the court coverage under the Supreme Court, namely by establishing Bawaslu as the decider election dispute.

Related to the settlement of election disputes, the authority of a special “judicial board” as a institution who has authority to adjudicate also similar with the authority of institution which adjudicate the dispute stages, namely annul the decree of the KPU, if proven, and may also be followed by an instruction to KPU for holding a re-voting vote, re-voting or disqualifying candidate pairs.

In order to create integration of election law enforcement from the early stage until the end of the stage of determining the elected candidate pairs, the authority to settle the nominating dispute, election disputes and dispute on election result are given to the same institution namely Bawaslu, by separating from his position as part of the election organizer.

**Juridicial Argument in Setting the Choice of Institutional Design**

The juridicial argument in determining the choice of institutional design for Bawaslu to handle election disputes from the stage up to the end of the process of determining the elected candidate pairs, including the authority of the candidate settlement disputes, election disputes and election disputes can not be separated from Bawaslu institutional strengthening which commenced from the Constitutional Court’s Decision Number 11/PUU-VII/2010 which has placed Bawaslu as an independent institution. By the Constitutional Court’s decision mentioned, Bawaslu institutionaly no longer formed by the KPU is not a part of the KPU. Bawaslu’s position is an independent institution with the same rank as the KPU, as an election organizer, which is national, permanent and independent.

In the law Number 15 Year 2011 on the Organizer of General Election of Bawaslu organization is strengthened by changing the Provincial Panwaslu to Provincial Bawaslu, which means to change the institution of provincial election supervisor institution who was “temporary” or adhoc, to be permanent. In addition, the 2012 Legislative Election Law also adds the authority of
Bawaslu to resolve election disputes, namely disputes between election participants and disputes between election participants and election organizers.\textsuperscript{17}

Institutional strengthening of Bawaslu continues, and lastly based on the Law number 10 Year 2016, the authority of Bawaslu covers the authority to decide on administrative offense, election disputes up to the handling money politics. Administrative offense of the elections are offenses about procedures and mechanism relating to the administration of the elections in every stage of the administration of elections outside the crime of election and offense of the code of ethics of the election organizer.\textsuperscript{18}

Based on the positive law of the day, Provincial Bawaslu and/or Regency/City Panwaslu made recommendations on the results of his study related to the violation of the Electoral Administration where the Provincial KPU and/or Regency/City KPU must follow up the recommendations of the Provincial Bawaslu and/or Panwaslukada.\textsuperscript{19} Election disputes are: (a) disputes between election participants; and (b) the dispute between the election participant and the election organizer as a result of the issuance by the Provincial KPU and Regency/City KPU decisions.\textsuperscript{20} In terms of dispute over the regional head election, Bawaslu Election and Regency/City Panwaslu is authorized to resolve the dispute.\textsuperscript{21}

In relation to handle money politics, the electoral language of the election law defines the condition of money politics in which the candidate and/or team of the campaign are banned to promising and/or to providing money or other materials to influence the organizer of elections and/or the electors.\textsuperscript{22} In its explanation, the law provides a negative definition, which does not include “giving money or other materials” including the cost of feeding participants of campaign (consumptions), the cost of transporting campaign materials.

\textsuperscript{17} The Law number 8 Year 2012 About General Election of Members of the People’s Legislative Assembly, the Regional Representative Council and the Regional People’s Legislative Assembly.
\textsuperscript{18} Article 138 The Law number 1 year 2015 as last modified by The Law number 10 year 2016.
\textsuperscript{19} Article 139 Article 138 the Law number 1 Year 2015 as last modified by the Law number 10 Year 2016.
\textsuperscript{20} Article 142 Article 138 the Law number 1 Year 2015 as last modified by the Law number 10 Year 2016.
\textsuperscript{21} Article 143 Article 138 the Law number 1 Year 2015 as last modified by the Law number 10 Year 2016.
\textsuperscript{22} Article 73 Paragraph (1) Article 138 the Law number 1 Year 2015 as last modified by the Law number 10 Year 2016.
participants, the cost of procuring campaign materials in limited meetings and/or face-to-face and dialogues; other prizes based on the fairness and costliness of area determined by KPU Regulation. The Candidate who was proven to have committed money offenses based on the decision of the Provincial Bawaslu may be subject to administrative sanction of cancellation as a candidate pair by Provincial KPU or Regency/City KPU, as long as it occurs in TSM.\(^\text{23}\)

The meaning of TSM is further described as follows. “Structured” is a fraud committed by the structural apparatus, either government or the organizer of the election collectively or together. “Systematic” is a well-planned, organized, even very neat offenses. “Massive” is the impact of a vast offense of its effect on election results not only in part.

From the description above, actually the authority of Bawaslu already very strong. The institution is adjudicating at the same time a disputes with a private dimension, namely dispute among election participants, dimension of state administration, namely settlement of administrative offense of election and dispute between participant and election organizer, and dimension of penalty, that sanction against money politicians, which that are considered to be highly reprehensible in society. Although Bawaslu does not have the authority to impose penal or imprisonment sanctions, the disqualification sessions of participants from election contestation are the toughest types of sanction for election participants since the objective of the election participants is to take up the contested public position.

Thus, Bawaslu and its subordinates have been transformed by individuals who have been established in every single election stage but not yet optimal. The lack of optimization due to administrative efforts carried out by Bawaslu related to administrative offense and election can still be challenged in the State Administrative Court as stipulated in Article 154 Paragraph (2) of the Regional Head Election Law.

Filling of a lawsuit over a state administrative dispute election to the State Administrative High Court shall be conducted after all administrative efforts in Provincial Bawaslu and/or District/City Panwaslu have been done. This situation can certainly extended the settlement process that lead to legal uncertainty.

\(^{23}\) Article 135 A Article 138 the Law number 10 Year 2016.
Next, it is about the authority of dispute settlement at the election result stage. At the election result stage, the Law determination of election result vote shall be completed by a special judicial body where as long as the body has not yet been formed this authority submitted to the Constitutional Court to resolve. 24

Based on the description below, it is appropriate if Bawaslu upgraded its institutional status into an institution that has administrative and judicial functions, or commonly called quasi judicial. Quasi Judicial institutions born out of the increasingly complex state problems led to many new institutions as supporting institutions established in order to assist the tasks of the three main institutions, namely the executive, legislative and judicial.

The formation of semi-judicial independent institutions is growing quite popular today, and is even widely imitated also among continental European countries which have a civil law tradition. 25 One of the institutions which can be a reference is Commission of Business Competition Supervisor (KPPU). KPPU, theoretically is essence remains a semi-judicial or quasi-judicial institution. If it is associated to The "trias politica" Montesquieie theory, KPPU is more appropriate to be seen as a multi-function institution, not only executive, but also judicative. Moreover, as a quasi-judicial institution, the cases which handled by KPPU is not concerning for a criminal-law business only, but it’s related to the administrative state too, even the criminal-law of each court is regulated to a various law, in case of practical necessary it must be integrated to one solution through KPPU.

The argumentation above can become a reason to improve Bawaslu institutional status as a board which resolve the dispute and complain happened in every stage of election. To make it as a credible board, Bawaslu decision is given a correction space, is a decision on the first stage in Local Bawaslu and can be submitted an appeal in National Bawaslu which has a final and binding decision. Thus, a selection process of a dispute which happened on the election would never involved The Supreme Court as a highest judicial authority. In case of the authority which given to Bawaslu, for the consequences are the regulation is issued from its position as a part of the organizer of election. As for institutional naming can be changed into Election Judicial Board.

24 Article 156 jo. Article 157 Article 138 the Law Number 10 Year 2016
The Renewal of Authority Scope to Adjudicate Election Disputes

The fundamental thing that can be suggested as an integral part of institutional reform related to the scope of the authority to adjudicate. The limitation of judicial authority of the judicial court is to examine and adjudicate cases of election disputes. In its current existence, as affirmed in the provisions of Article 157 section (1) of the constitution Number 8 in year 2015, the authority scope is only concerning the disputes on vote result that affect the result of election. The settlement of cases other than a controversy of vote result have become the authority of other institutions.

From the applicable legal enforcement mechanism, there is a limited coverage problem of legal events occurring within the period leading up to the day of election until the vote recapitulation. Those legal incidents may become money politics (paying voters/buying votes), physical and non-physical intimidation, bureaucratic politicization (mobilization of bureaucratic officials and civil servants), organizational alignments and omissions, sound infiltration or sound manipulation, which came from side of “times of occurrence”, the legal events occur on a quiet day, heading to voting until the day of voting recapitulations.

Money Politics practice (paying voters/buying votes) is normatively has been regulated on article 73 of constitution Number 10 in year 2016 with the heaviest punishment is a disqualification to the candidates which proven to do TSM, has a range only to the acts that occurred and will be reported to the limit time up to 60 days before election day. The maximum limit time of reporting is regulated on Bawaslu Regulation Number 13 in year 2016, on article 27 section (2) which stipulates: “In seeking of substantive truths of reported TSM violations, the Report of Alleged TSM Violation is submitted to the Provincial Bawaslu from the date of the enactment of the candidates to at least 60 days before election day.”

In case of money politics on the 59th day before election day, even until the end of election stage, the law enforcement can be processed only through Gakkumdu Which no disqualification sanction may be applied to the prospective offender partner. The construction of law enforcement norms over money politics has created a legal loophole potentially disrupted by the election

---

26 Article 157 verse (1) the Law number 8 year 2015 that said; “Cases of election outcome disputes are examined and tried by special judicial bodies.”
27 According to Article 106 verse (2) the Law number 32 year 2004, that said: “Objection as referred to in verse (1) only relates to the results of vote counting which influence the election of a candidate pair.”
participants and their successful teams. In order to avoid the clarification of TSM violations, money politics is done after the reporting limit of 60 days before the voting.

In the same way with the election criminal process, there is a gap to enforce the law, according to the article 150 of the Law number 1 in year 2015, which states: The court’s decision on a criminal act of election according to this law may affect the election vote of the contestant must be completed within 5 days before the Provincial KPU and/or Regency/Local KPU determines the result of election.

The regulation on the article was opened a legal gap in form of non-actionable cases of criminal election as long as it cannot be broken or resolved within 5 days before the determination of election result by KPU.

Those legal gap can be solved by insert unreachable legal events towards legal enforcement on criminal system and election dispute stage. To conclude, the range of dispute of election result covering on a legal occurrence in the quiet period, election night as the last time to influence an election, beginning from the election day to recapitulation day, potential becomes a controversy, either an administrative violence or criminal. Yet, an authority of the institution dispute of election result has been limited only to assess the happen violence whether it influences a configuration vote and wins an election. Based on the argumentation, then the norms of the requirement of filing a complaint of election result by the range 0.5 – 2% of total resident has become irrelevant to be implemented.

Conclusion

The three bases of an ideal renewal of institutional design to adjudicate a dispute of election result. First, a constitutional design of the establishment special judicial board as a part of judicial environment under Supreme Court is written on article 24 section (2) of Indonesia constitution 1945, while in the form of a new institution or to replace an exist board is referred to the article 24 section (3) of constitution 1945. A choice of institutional design is suggested not by forming a new board, but by attaching an authority to an exist judicial board. A current authorized board of judging an election dispute are three: Bawaslu, PT TUN, and Constitutional Court (transitionally).

Second, the juridical argumentation of an establishment Bawaslu as a choice: is beginning by strengthening the institutional of Bawaslu since decree
of Constitution Court number 11/PUU-VIII/2010, and changing of local election supervisor to a permanent board. In the legislative election 2014, Bawaslu has an authority to settle the dispute up among candidates or between a candidate and the committee. In the simultaneously election, Bawaslu has an authority to judge an administrative violence, election dispute, and money politics handling by TSM. Bawaslu has become a judicial board from a private problem into a state administrative problem by increasing an institutional status and has become administrative and judicial function.

Third, An authority range to adjudicate a dispute of election result has been suggested covering a controversy of result count and unreachable legal incident by enforcing a law in criminal system of election and dispute of election stage which cannot be separated. The authority is limited only to assess the happen violence whether it influences a configuration vote and wins an election.
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